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SUMMARY

KATSÁNYI Sándor: Some problems in the further education of Hungarian librarians. -
The professional edication of librarians has become established, but further education is 
to be reformed. Library education is of general character in Hungary, so specialisation 
and intensification are functions of tue further education system. Distinction must be 
made between the follow-up type further education and that of the specialisation type. 
A list of library operations and jobs should be made up, giving also the professional 
qualification required. Special two or more years’ courses for different fields of library 
work are needed, too. A few problems are: whether the participation in further education 
should be compulsory or not; how much should these courses be centrally controlled; 
who is to organise and who is to fund the courses; efficiency problems, etc. Alternatives 
with the benefits and drawbacks are also given. [453-463. p.j

TÓTH Gyula: The college-level libraiy education reform. -  A new country wide 
curriculum, including the modernisation of the Hungarian college-level library education, 
was elaborated in 1983. New plans of lessons and of examinations as well as new curricula 
were made for the regular, the correspondence courses (with two branches) and for those 
already possessing a diploma other than in librarianship. The traditional subjects of 
history and library economy have been included but renewed, and new subjects such as 
information and communication theory, and computer science have been added to them. 
The names and contents of the subjects have become more specific. Textbooks and other 
teaching aids for the new curricula remain to be produced. [464—476. p.]

FUTALA Tibor: Networks of special libraries: past and future. — The author has gained 
an extensive experience on the decreasing vitality and on the death of special library 
networks. He is convinced of that this phenomenon was caused by the contradiction 
between the fossilised hierarchy of Hungarian librarianship and the increasingly de
centralised economic management. The present basic library law, which reinforces this 
hierarchy, should be replaced by a pragmatic law able to optimise the possible forms of 
motion in librarianship as well as in scientific and technical information. This proposed 
new law should designate network centres only as registration and control agencies, 
according to highest authorities, while other actitivies and tasks should rather be a kind of 
information marketing. A system like this could be suitable both to provide traditional/ 
computer-aided information and to provide special methodological aid in the library and in
formation field. [477-485. p.]
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SONNEVEND Péter: Storage libraries and interlending services. -  Operation experience 
of foreign storage libraries is surveyed based upon the literature, the possibilities for a 
Hungarian application are analysed. In 1984, the Hungarian National Library (OSZK) is 
to start not a fully active storage library like BLLD, but a passive one, whose functions 
are provisionally to include acquisition and national interlending only. International 
periodical lending can only be relaized in the future, depending on the partners’ interests 
and co-operation. [486-492. p.J

ZSIDAI József: Increasing democracy in libraries: increasing professional performance. -
The realization of principles of democratism is examined in the methods of sectoral ad
ministration (ministries), in the selection of library leaders as well as in the working 
places. Sectoral administration does make use of the possibilities of existing democratic 
fora. Instead of appointing library heads for undetermined period (as it is at present), a 
determined-period model is proposed. It is the professional performance, scientific 
advancement, knowledge of foreign languages as well as specialist knowledge and skills 
that should be decisive factors in the appointment of library heads. The revision of wages 
in 1984 can result in higher salaries and, consequently, a higher prestige of library work. 
Head—staff relations can turn into creative relations in a favourable working athmosphere, 
under the circumstances of democratic management. [493-499. p.J

KOVÁCS Ilona: The treasury of national culture should be available for all: the National 
Széchényi Library’s cultural programme. -  With the Library’s move in the Buda Castle, 
a broadening of cultural functions is planned. The goals of the cultural programme are: 
to make the national library functions well-known, to display individual collections and 
unique copies, to make librarianship as a career popular among the youth. This pro
gramme is to be realized through guiding the visitors, organising exhibitions and displays, 
sound-slide presentations and film projections, lectures, literary events, and perhaps 
theatre and musical programmes as well as the organisation of a club in relation of Hun- 
garica materials. [500-502. p.J

O u t l o o k

V  V

MESSA, Eugen:Endeavours for a library education reform in Czechoslovakia. -  The head 
of the librarianship department in Bratislava summarises the history of library education 
in the Comenius University in Bratislava and in the Charles University in Prague. [503-509. p.J

NOVAK István: Libraries in a technological world: the 49ш IFLA Council and General 
Meeting, Munich, 21-27 August, 1983. -  A review of the papers. [510-521.p.]

HENNING, Wolfram: Library furnishers at dead-end? -  An abstract of the essay 
’’Bibliotheksausstatter in der Sackgasse? Einige Möblierungsfragen der ’neuen’ Freihand
bibliothek (Buch und Bibliothek, 34, 1982, No. 10, pp. 744-751; abstract by URBÁN 
László) [522-525. p.]
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UZSOKI Andrea: Children’s services in American public libraries. -  A review. [526-529. p.]

SAUD, Otman: Toward a democratic management of university libraries. -  Management 
through people’s committees, a survey of foreign examples (by a Lybian student). 
[530-534. p.]

IFLA news (by PAPP István) [535—536. p.]

R e v i e w s

AINLEY, P. — TOTTERDELL, B.: Alternative arrangement: new approaches to public 
library stock. (Review by BÁNHEGYI Júlia) [537—540. p.]

POPOV, V.: Meidunaroden obmen na izdaniâ mezdu bibliotekite. SÍsnost, pravno regu- 
Urane, sávremeni problemi. The essentials, up-to-date forms and legal regulation of inter
national exchange. (Review by PÁSZTOR Ilona) [541—543. p.]

The card catalog. Current issues. Readings and selected bibliography. (Review by 
KIGLICSNÉ KATONA Rita) [544-546. p.]

MARANJIAN, L. -  BOSS, R. W.: Fee-based information services A Study of a growing 
industry. (Review by HORVÁTH Ádám) [547—549. p.]
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